
Disciples Behavioral Health Initiative 
 
2020 Virtual Regional Assembly 
A Season of Conversations 
 

Biblical Hope in Times Such as These:  
COVID, Racism, Elections and The Holidays    November 16th @ 6:00 pm  

 
Introductions  (7 minutes) 
 
 Ruth Few talk about the origination of DBHI and who is involved 
 
Matthew 14: 1-21 (5 minutes to tell story --- 7-10 minutes) 
 
 Daryl Lauber read the Scripture/tell the story “dramatically” 
 
  Who do you identify with? 
  

Rachel Johnson provide commentary, pulling out the themes that will be the topics for small 
group discussions/breakout rooms 

 
Breakout Rooms  (45 minutes) 
 

3 Breakouts – 2 Questions per Breakout 
10 minutes per breakout  
5 minutes for large group discussion/feedback 

 
First Breakout 

Theme of Compassion: 

Jesus heard and saw the crowd and their need to be with him, and he healed them –

what ongoing and unique needs are calling to us in this time? 

 

Theme of Scarcity/Abundance: 

“But we can’t…” we only have 5 loaves and 2 fish---what limitations are you putting on 

yourself in these ties? 

Second Breakout 
Theme of Identity: 

Jesus was reminded of /what he was called to be when he saw the crowd calling for him. 

How do you see Covid affecting other people’s choices and behaviors? 

How about your choices and behaviors? 

What are you seeing/reading on social media that has surprised you and how other 

people are expressing themselves? 

Are  you showing up as the person you understand yourself to be? 

 



Theme of Loss and Grief: 

Jesus lost his closest friend, in John – he was grieving – and as others came to him with 

their concerns, he didn’t turn them away but healed them – and then fed 5,000 

There is no winner in the recent election – our country is divided 

How do we move forward, in faith, to address the losses and grief within and around us? 

 
Third Breakout 

Theme of Being and Doing: 

Jesus does and heals and feeds 

Jesus is alone with God on the mountain, after feeding the 5,000 

What are the positives of the forced isolation experience we are in? 

 

Theme of Communion and Presence: 

Feeding of 5,000 

Time with God 

What ways have you found to be present with others, examples of redeeming 

moments? 

 

Poll  (5 minutes) 
1.  Do you expect this year’s Holiday season to be:  

More challenging 

Less Challenging 

About the Same 

2. Among your friends or those you minister to, do you expect the Holiday season to 
be:   

More Challenging 
               Less Challenging 
               About the Same 

 
 Karen Moritz offer additional thoughts and input 
 

Share some statistics regarding upticks in incidence of suicide, mental illness and 

substance use, as introduction to holiday season. We can expect curtailment of in 

person holiday celebrations at church.  

  

Kaiser Family Foundation - https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-

implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-substance-use/ 

New England Journal of Medicine -

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2008017 

Mental Health Association – State of Mental Health in America 

https://mhanational.org/issues/state-mental-health-america#Key  

https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-substance-use/
https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-substance-use/
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2008017
https://mhanational.org/issues/state-mental-health-america#Key


 
Breakout  (10 minutes) 
 

To help better meet the challenges of the Season, we’re going to have another brief 
break out for people to share ideas about how to minimize the impact of Covid 
restrictions on the Holidays. In this safe space, what ideas do you have to help get 
through this year?   

 
Who is this group/DBHI (5 minutes) 
 
 Otto Schultz offer some thoughts and input 

 
Summarize who we are – concerned about Mental Health and Substance Abuse, a 
resource to churches, and available to assist congregations to initiate a team in their 
church. 
 

Reassure that it is O.K. to start a conversation in their church or with this team. 

We are not the experts, but here to help channel people toward resources. 

There is hope and there is help! 

 

If people will leave their phone # in the chat box, a team member will call within the 

next 2 weeks. 

 

Flyer 

Poll  (5 minutes) 
 

1. What is something that you would like to have seen us do differently? 

2. What was something you liked about this presentation? 


